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That it is possible, by means of a simple experiment, to
tell even roughly the relative amount of business which
each of a series of advertisements will bring in, is a revolu-
tionary idea. The feasibility of such a prediction, however,
has been indicated by the writings of Strong and Holling-
worth. Granting this assumption to be true, it opens up an
entirely new field of experimentation for the practical psy-
chologist. Not only that, but it should result in the develop-
ment of a series of principles which would be of the greatest
benefit to the advertising man. The historical summary will
show the evidence upon which the assumption is based.'

HISTORICAL SUMMARY

Chronologically, the first experiment which I have found
comparing the results obtained by laboratory and business
methods was performed with a set of five Bullard Lathe
Advertisements.1 Ten subjects, mechanics and engineering
students, were used. They were told to arrange the adver-
tisements 'in the order in which you would buy the machine.'
From the results, the relative position of each advertisement
in the series was obtained. The order as determined in this
way was then compared 'with the actual number of replies
for catalogues received by the Bullard Co. from each adver-
tisement.' It was found that the two orders agreed perfectly.

Another similar experiment was performed with a set of
Packer's Tar Soap advertisements.2 Fifty advertisements

1 Strong, 'The Relative Merit of Advertisements,' I O - I I . Hollingworth, 'Ad-
vertising and Selling,' 8-10.

•Strong, 'The Relative Merit of Advertisements,' n-15: 63-81; Jour, of Phil.,
Psy., etc., VHI., 600-606. Hollingworth, 'Advertising and Selling,' 11-14.
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were arranged by twenty-five subjects 'in the order in which
you would buy the soap.'

"When the order was compared with the order submitted
by Mr. Edward A. Olds, Jr., of the Packer Manufacturing
Company, and with the one from the Blackman-Ross Adver-
tising Agency, we found a high degree of similarity between
the three orders. The resemblance between the experimental
order and either of the other two is equal to a coefficient of
correlation of plus .52. The resemblance between the order
of the Packer Manufacturing Co. and the Blackman-Ross
Agency is equal to plus .64. There is then nearly as great
agreement between the experimental order and that of the
Packer Manufacturing Co. as between the latter and the
agency, which is now handling their advertising business."

Eight advertisements out of the 50 were then selected for a
more detailed study. These advertisements were arranged
by 100 subjects, 60 men and 40 women. The following co-
efficients of correlation were found to exist:

Between ioo subjects and 25 subjects 947
" 100 subjects and Packer Co 893
" 100 subjects and B.-R. Agency 866
" 25 subjects and Packer Co 840
" 25 subjects and B.-R. Agency 920
" Packer Co. and B.-R. Agency 866

A third set of experiments was performed with Electric
Light Advertisements.1 There were originally in the set
five advertisements, but only three were used. For in two
of them there was a difference in one respect which affected
the company's data so much as to render them unsuitable
for the experiment. Thirty-six subjects were used. Working
the results of the three advertisements out by the order of
merit method, Strong found a coefficient of correlation of
plus 1.00 between the order as determined by the laboratory
test and by the business returns.

Hollingworth,2 who gives what are apparently the returns
from all five advertisements in the set, finds a coefficient of

1 Strong, Jour, of Ed. Psy., IV., 393-404.
1 Hollingworth, 'Advertising and Selling,' 14-15.
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correlation of plus .60 between the laboratory returns and the
business returns as measured by the cost per inquiry.

There have been made, then, three tests, the reports of
which are accessible in the psychological literature, deter-
mining the correlation between the laboratory test and the
business test. The lowest coefficient is plus .52; the highest
is plus 1.00. The average is in the neighborhood of plus .82.
The general conclusion drawn is that the laboratory test is a
satisfactory preliminary for any set of advertisements which
is to be used in business. For by it the poorer advertise-
ments can be eliminated and only the best kept. The
business returns and the laboratory returns agree so closely
that each can, in general, be used as a measure of the other.

Strong2 also worked out the coefficient of correlation
between the results of groups of persons coming from different
walks of life. His general conclusion is: "A group of 50
college students will represent very closely the judgment of
groups of educated business men and women, of young
business men, such as attend evening schools, etc., and of
women of the middle class regardless of age. They will not
represent at all the judgment of groups from small towns and
farming sections such as the regions around Garrison, N. Y.,
from which the data were obtained.

" I t is fair to extend the results as set forth in previous
chapters regarding the judgment of college students to groups
of educated men and women in general. But as the data of
this report are mainly concerned with cheap articles in
common use, very little can be postulated concerning the
relation of various groups of individuals with regard to more
expensive commodities."

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In view of the last sentence of the quotation given above,
it was thought that some profitable data might be disclosed
by the study of an entirely different kind of advertising ma-
terial, such as that of a mail order business.

The experimental work was done by John S. Deuble, in the
J Strong, "The Relative Merit of Advertisements,' 62.
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psychological laboratory at the University of Michigan. The
results were put in their final form by the writer.

Three sets of advertisements were tested with a total of
161 subjects, 69 men and 92 women. The sets of advertise-
ments were as follows: 4 half-page advertisements of the
American Collection Service, Detroit, Mich., procured from
Mr. William A. Shryer; 10 full-page advertisements of the
American Collection Service; 9 quarter-page advertisements,
Saturday Evening Post size, of the Burroughs Adding Machine
Co., obtained from Mr. William A. Hart of the advertising
department of the Burroughs Company.

The following data concerning the American Collection
Service advertisements were furnished: the number of in-
sertions, the total number of inquiries, the advertising cost,
the cost per inquiry and the profit or loss for each advertise-
ment.

From the Burroughs Adding Machine Co. the following
data were received concerning each advertisement: the
number of inquiries, the number of trials, the number of
sales, the total amount received from the sales.

From these data, it should be possible to determine with
some accuracy which of the advertisements was of the greatest
value from the business standpoint. The settling of this
question is, however, more complicated than appears on the
surface. Any one of the points mentioned may be considered
as a test of efficiency. The trouble is that they may not agree
to any remarkable extent. To indicate this, the various
measurements are put in the form of tables which will show
the order of merit according to the different standards. In
the tables throughout the paper, number 1 indicates that the
advertisement so designated was the best from the stand-
point of the standard used; number 2, that it was in second
place, etc.

AMERICAN COLLECTION SERVICE

Half-Page Advertisements

Ad.

A
B
C
D

Avenge Number of Inquiries

I
2
3
4

Cost per Inquiry

I

3

2

4

Profit

I
2
4

3
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Full-Page Advertisements

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE CO.

Ad. Inquiries Trial. Sales Amount

1872 A.
1792 A.
1803 A.
1804 A.
1820 ..4.
1832 A.
1844^.
1870 ^.
1883 A.

4
2

76
3
S
9
8
1

2
3

8
4

6
9
1

2
3
6
9
S
7

8
1

It is evident from these tables that the measurement of
efficiency which is used is of some importance. The coef-
ficient of correlation1 between the orders as established by
the various possible measurements will show their resemblance.

AMERICAN COLLECTION SERVICE
Correlation between

Half Page Full Page
Inquiries and cost per inquiry 80 .915
Inquiries and profit 80 .430
Cost per inquiry and profit 40 .624

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE CO.
Correlation between

Quarter Page
Inquiries and trials 790
Inquiries and sales 834
Inquiries and amount 650
Trials and sales 773
Trials and amount 617
Sales and amount 933

These figures indicate that the busines test which is used
has a considerable influence on the coefficient of correlation

1 The coefficients of correlation are worked out by the formula given by Myers,
Text Book of Experimental Psychology,' 1909, page 131. The formula is r «= I
— [6sigma(<0V»(« l—1)].
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between it and the laboratory test. For reasons which will be
explained more fully in a later part of the paper, it appears
that the average number of inquiries per insertion of the ad-
vertisment is the fairest measure of the pulling power of the
advertisement under actual business conditions. This meas-
ure was taken because it seems to be the fairest test of the
actual pulling power, undisturbed by such things as a follow-
up system, the arguments of salesmen, etc.

The experiment was carried on as follows. The subject
was handed a series of advertisements and told to look them
over carefully. Having become familiar with them, he was
instructed to pick out the one which was to him the most
persuasive. By persuasive was meant the one which would
be most likely to make him answer the advertisement. This
done, he was asked to pick out the second best, the third, and
so on, until he had the series arranged in a descending order
from the most persuasive to the least persuasive. A first
choice was given a credit of 1, the next best a credit of 2 and
so on down throughout the entire series. When the 161 sub-
jects had arranged the set of advertisements, the credits
which each advertisement had received were added and di-
vided by 161, thus giving the average place which the adver-
tisement occupied in the opinion of the 161 subjects. The
one which received the smallest average was considered to
have the greatest pulling power; the one which obtained the
largest average was credited with the least pulling power.

In the tables below are given the averages for each ad-
vertisement as worked out in this way, together with the
average deviation (A. D.). The reactions of the men and of
the women are not given separately, for no significant differ-
ences were found.

AMERICAN COLLECTION SERVICE

Half Page

A
R
C
T)

Ad. Avenge

I.84
1.93
2.81
3-31

A. D.

0.74
O.84
O.8l
O.75

Position

I
2

3
4
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£.
F.
G.
H.

i:
M
N.
O.

H. F. ADAMS

Full Page

6.13
447
6.00
4.83
6.78
S-38
6.60
4.12
7.71
2.98

2.31
2.69
2.00
2.19
2.14
2.13
1.97
2.29
1.80
1.67

7
3
6
4
9
5
8
2

1 0
1

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE CO.

Ad.

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Average

3-9S
6.87
4-S4
4.52
6.70
4.00
5-32
6.37
3-71

A. D.

1-93
1.88
2-34
2.02
1.92
1.89
2.42
1.77
1.72

Position

2

9
5
4
8
3
6
7
1

The tables show that a more or less definite order of the
relative persuasiveness of the advertisements in these three
sets has been worked out. The average deviations indicate
that some changes in order might occur if more subjects were
tested, but the extremes at least are fairly well defined.

As a check upon the probability of the final order of the
series as determined by the experiment, the following method
was used. The order was determined by averaging the
results of the first 10 subjects, then of the first 20 and these
orders compared. Then the order of the first 20 and the first
30 was compared, and so on for the 161 subjects. If the final
order was established relatively early in the series and per-
sisted without actual change throughout, it was thought that
the final order had a high degree of probability. The
question of the number of subjects necessary in an experiment
of this sort is always an important one and one which it is
difficult to settle off-hand. Such a test as the one described
is an entirely practical measurement which can be applied
at any time in the experiment.

It was found that the final order of the half-page adver-
tisements of the American Collection Service was determined
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with 30 subjects. The addition of 130 more did not change
the relative order of merit, though, obviously, there were
changes in the degree of merit. Advertisements A and B,
even at the end of the 160 trials, might have been changed
by the addition of the results of 10 more subjects if they had
all given A fourth place and B first place. In the entire
experiment, however, A was put in fourth place only 10 times,
so the chances of its appearing in last place are 1 to 16. In
the same way, the chances of B appearing in first place are
1 to 2.4. We are justified in concluding, then, that the final
order of this series is determined beyond reasonable doubt
for the class of subjects used.

With the full-page advertisements of the American Col-
lection Service, the final order was determined by the 120th
trial. The addition of the next 40 subjects did not affect the
relative order. The probable accuracy of this series, while
not so great as that of the half-page series, is sufficient for all
practical purposes. Some of the advertisements in the
middle of the series might have shifted one place by the ad-
dition of io more subjects, but this is unlikely, for in order
to do so, the ten would have to give averages which were not
even approached in the course of the experiment. So we
may conclude that we have obtained here an order which
would be very closely approximated by any laboratory test
conducted upon average undergraduates.

With the Burroughs Adding Machine advertisements, it
may be said a satisfactory final order never was obtained.
An order was established with the 120th trial which lasted
through the 150th, but the difference between the credits for
two of the advertisements was so slight that they were inverted
with the addition of the next ten subjects. Two other ad-
vertisements in the series might well have been inverted by
the addition of another 10 subjects. So we may say that an
entirely satisfactory final order never was determined for
this set of advertisements. The extremes are clearly defined,
but the intermediate members of the series are somewhat
variable. It seems probable, in view of these facts, that this
series of advertisements was of a more even, homogeneous
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sort than was either of the series of the American Collection
Service. This does not necessarily mean that the Burroughs
Adding Machine advertisements are either better or worse
than the American Collection Service series. It simply
means that it was more difficult to make adequate judgments
between them.

This general condition emphasizes one fact which must be
plainly apparent to any student of the psychology of adver-
tising,—namely, that our laboratory tests have been unable
to tell us whether an advertisement is absolutely a good ad-
vertisement or not. The only thing such a test can do is to
place it relatively in a series. The limits of goodness and
badness are to be found inside of that particular series.
Because one advertisement is the first of one series and an-
other the last in a second is no reason for asserting that the
former is absolutely a better advertisement than the latter.

Ad.

A
B
C
D

AMERICAN COLLECTION

Half Page.
SERVICE.

Order as Determined by

Lab. Tut

I
2
3
4

Inquiries

I
2
3
4

Cost per Inq.

I
3
2

4

Profit

I
2
4
3

The following coefficients of correlation are found to exist:
Between the laboratory test and the number of inquiries I.oo

" " the cost per inquiry 8o
" " " theprofit 8o

AMERICAN COLLECTION SERVICE
Full Page

Ad.

E
F
G
H

I
M
N
0

Order u Determined by

Lab. Te»t

7

I
4
9
§
2

10
I

Inquiries

3
IO

0

8
7
9
i
2

Cost per Inq.

3
9
6
5
2

8
10

I

4

Profit

6
5
9
7
2
3

10
8
I
4
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The following coefficients of correlation are found to exist;

Between the laboratory test and the number of inquiries —0.43
" " " " the cost per inquiry —0.58

" " theprofit -0.01

Ad.

I
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE CO.

Order as Determined by

Lab. Test

2

9
5
4
8
3
6
7
1

Inquiries

3
4
5
6
2

7
1

8
9

Amount Receired

3
6
2

9
5
4
1

7
8

The following coefficients of correlation were found to
exist:

Between the laboratory and test the number of inquiries —043
" " " " " the amount received —0.06

The second step in the experiment is to compare the order
as determined by the laboratory experiment with the order
as determined by the different measures of business efficiency.
This comparison is given in the preceding tables.

Taking these three sets of results, we find the following
correlations between the order as determined by the laboratory
test and the order as determined by the average number of
inquiries.

Half-page advertisements, A. C. S = 1.00
Full-page advertisements, A. C. S =•—0.43
One-fourth-page advertisements, B. A. M •=—0.43
Average ™ o-°47

We also find the following correlations between the order
of merit as determined by the laboratory test and the order
determined by the profit or the amount received.

Half-page advertisements, A. C. S = 0.80
Full-page advertisements, A. C. S =—0.01
One-fourth-page advertisements, B. A. M = —0.06
Average =+0.243
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These figures show simply chance resemblance between the
results of the laboratory test and the average number of
inquiries per insertion and very little better than chance re-
semblance between the laboratory test and the business test
where profits are used as the measure. The indication is
that the order of merit method has at least no universal
application to advertising problems. Of course, not enough
series of advertisements have been tested to settle the
question definitely. But since two of the three tests made
have shown a significant negative correlation, a fairly large
number of tests which result in equally strong positive
correlations will be necessary to offset the negative results of
these experiments.

It is possible, too, that college students are not satisfactory
subjects for the kinds of advertisements which were used.
Since a fairly large percentage of the men go into business
upon leaving college, they are possibly more satisfactory than
would appear at first.

As will be seen below, advertisement N of the American
Collection Service series present some queer anomalies. Even
if this advertisement is left entirely out of consideration, the
coefficient of correlation between the laboratory test and the
business test as measured by the average number of inquiries
is — 0.12.

The general conclusion seems to be that the mail order
business appeals to a special and limited class of individuals.
College students, on the average, are not fair representatives
of such a class. With a mail-order business, it is possible to
get returns which are extremely accurate, so such advertise-
ments would make the best material for laboratory tests,
if such tests would only work. On the other hand, it does
seem probable that the order of merit method might be applied
to those commodities which are in more general demand, such
as soaps, foods, and the like. It is, however, impossible to
get accurate returns as to the exact amount of business which
each advertisement has brought in. This renders it impossible
to be sure that the laboratory test actually has a high coef-
ficient of correlation with the business returns.
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There are several interesting things which crop out in
connection with the advertisements of the American Collec-
tion Service. It will be recalled that Mr. Shryer furnished
two sets of advertisements, one consisting of four half-page,
the other of ten full-page, advertisements. Half-page ad-
vertisement D was, as far as possible, an exact copy of full-
page advertisement N. In N there were five pictures in
connection with testimonials, and a return coupon. In the
half-page advertisement D there were but three pictures
accompanying testimonials, and no return coupon. The
wording of the argument in the two advertisements was as
nearly identical as possible considering the change in size.
In fact, only 6 words were changed. The half-page adver-
tisement, however, was printed in smaller type, as necessarily
must be the case, considering the difference in size.

In spite of the great similarity of the two advertisements,
the results of the business returns, taking the average number
of inquiries as the basis, show that the full-page advertisement
N was the best of the set of ten. The half page advertisement
D was the poorest one of its set. With such discrepancies as
this in the business returns, it would be truly remarkable if
the laboratory test did show a high coefficient of correlation
with the business test. The laboratory test is at least fairly
consistent, for it ranked each of the advertisements, D and N,
as last of the set to which it belonged.

In the business test, the presence of the return coupon
in one advertisement and its absence in the other may have
been a determining factor. Shryer1 ran two half-page ad-
vertisements at different times which were just alike except
that one had a return coupon, the other did not. The one with
the return coupon brought 83 replies, the other 41, showing
that in this particular case, the use of the return coupon
more than doubled the number of inquiries. If N had
brought only half as many replies, it would have ranked sixth
in the series, while if D had brought in double the number of
replies, it would have ranked second. However, if there is
so great an increase in efficiency coming from the return

1 W. A. Shryer, System, December, 1913, p. 579.
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coupon, the laboratory returns, if they are adequate, should
have indicated it.

It so happened that there was a great similarity between
two other members of the two sets. Half-page advertisement
B was very much like full-page advertisement 0. The word-
ing was practically the same, though different pictures were
used. On the basis of the average number of inquiries per
insertion, B was in second place. According to the laboratory
test, it was second in the set of half-page advertisements.
From the standpoint of business returns, full-page advertise-
ment 0 was in second place; in the laboratory test, it was first.
This shows a fair consistency for both the laboratory test and
the business test.

The similarity between the returns from B and 0 is an
interesting check upon the dissimilarity found to exist between
D and N. For it might have been thought that the half-
page advertisements were much superior in general make-up
and appeal to the full-page advertisements. Logically, D
might easily have been the worst of the half-pages, while its
duplicate N might equally well have been the best of the full-
page displays. This, however, is rendered extremely doubtful
by the results obtained from B and 0. The indication is that
the peculiar results obtained with D and N are due to ex-
traneous conditions which could not possibly be controlled
in the laboratory.

Because of the results of this experiment as well as on
account of theoretical considerations, the writer has been led
to question the application of the order of merit method to
advertising problems. He does not question the true useful-
ness of the method, but does deplore the uses to which it has
been put. In his opinion, the experiments which have been
performed by this method on advertising problems can be
attacked on several sides.

In the first place, the experimenters have in but a very few
instances compared the laboratory results with the business
results. The idea of this comparison is, of course, to show
the dependability of the method as a laboratory technique for
investigating advertising problems. One thing which has been
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done is to compare the order as determined by the laboratory
experiment with the order as determined by the opinion of
certain selected advertising experts, who were practically
put through the same experiment. Since Dr. E. K. Strong,
Jr., was one of the first to apply this method to the psychology
of advertising, a quotation from one of his articles will be
appropriate in bringing out the point. " I t is scarcely
necessary to repeat that the results of the Packer Manu-
facturing Company are not based upon carefully compiled
data, but only upon the judgment of the firm based on their
business experience. Any one familiar with advertising knows
that such data have not been compiled for any extensive set
of advertisements, let alone a series of fifty extending over
twenty years of service. If such data did exist, it could not
be used at its full face value, as an advertisement of twenty
years ago might have been very effective then and be out of
date to-day.

"The order of the twenty-five subjects correlates plus .52
with the order of either of the two advertising experts. The
correlations between the orders of the two advertising experts
is plus .64. These relationships are lower than those which
have been obtained with other sets of advertisements. . . .

" I t is evident, then, that the 'order of merit method' does
give results that correlate high with results obtained in
business."1

Since by results obtained in business, Strong must evi-
dently mean, in the above connection, the opinion of adver-
tising experts, another quotation taken from the same
writer, but in a different article, will be especially interesting.
"At the present time there is no way of estimating which are
the good and which are the poor advertisements except on
the basis of personal judgment; and when the reviews and
criticisms of different advertising men are compared, it is
apparent that this personal judgment is today a very variable
factor."2.

The second quotation robs the first of whatever force it
might originally have had.

1 Strong, Jour, of Phil., Psy., etc., VIII., 603, 604.
1 Strong, Jour. Ed. Psy., IV., 393.
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In order to be of any particular value, the correlation
between the business test and the laboratory test must be
worked out with actual business returns. These are obtain-
able for but few kinds of commodity, since they depend upon
elaborate systems of keying. In order to have the keying
satisfactory, all orders must eventually come to a head office,
labeled in such a way that each advertisement may receive
full credit for its work. Such a thing is an obvious impossi-
bility with such products as soaps, foods, and in general those
things which are procurable at stores.

The advertisements which can be accurately keyed are
ordinarily mail order propositions. With any adequate
system of checking returns, it is possible to figure out from
keyed advertisements the following things: the average
number of inquiries per insertion, the average cost per in-
quiry, the total number of sales, the profit or loss. Some of
these returns obviously depend upon other things than the
advertisement itself, but it was the advertisement which
started the whole process going.

Which of these is the fairest measure of the pulling power
of the advertisement? The number of inquiries indicates
the number of persons who were influenced sufficiently by the
appeal to be incited to action. The weakness of this method
is that the position of the advertisement on the page1 or the
position of the page2 in the advertising section of the magazine
may be detrimental. The same advertisement in some other
position might have pulled many more inquiries. Again, the
time of year is a very important matter. There are good
seasons and bad seasons.3 General economic conditions,
national or sectional eras of prosperity are also modifying
factors.

1 Hollingworth, 'Advertising and Selling,' 80-90.
1 Starch, 'Advertising,' 106-116.
• Shryer, 'Analytical Advertising,' 167-170. Shryer says, on p. 169: "As a whole,

however, it may be said that the three largest months of practically every year are
January, February and March."

See also Starch, 'Advertising,' p. 50. The table at the bottom of the page shows
that, for the commodity mentioned, more advertising was run and more sales were
made during the first half of the year than during the last half. Another table, given
by Starch on p. 93, indicates that the most advertising is carried in May and December;
the least in January and August.
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It seems obvious that the natural procedure in such cases
would be to repeat the advertisement enough times in different
parts of the magazine and at different times selected to take
account of seasonal differences and so on. The objection is
that with successive appearances of the advertisement there
is a fairly constant and regular decrease in the number of
inquiries.1 However, if enough advertisements were used in
this way, either the total or the average number of inquiries
would be a sufficiently satisfactory measure of the pulling
power of the advertisement. It is, in fact, the only obtain-
able measure of the pulling power uncomplicated by other
factors.

A second possibility is the average cost per inquiry. This
method is open to all of the objections noted above, and to a
still further one. The actual cost of the space occupied by
the advertisement does not in any way directly effect the
excellence of the advertisement itself. Even in the same
medium, the charge per page is liable to sudden shifts. It is
unfair to the advertisement to make it suffer the handicap
of the increased rate. The amount charged per page is not an
accurate measurement of the circulation of the medium and
so an approximation of the number of persons who may read
the advertisement.

The number of sales is obviously unfair, for we have to do
there not only with the advertisement itself, but with the
goodness or badness of the follow-up system, the efficiency
of salesmen, etc. Some of the blame may be laid to the ad-
vertisement for it may have been constructed in such a way
as to have interested many who could not possibly have bought
that line of goods. Or they have been misled by the adver-
tisement and when they found out what the product was from
the follow-up system, they lost interest.

The question of profit or loss resulting from the use of a
certain advertisement, while of considerable interest to the
business man, is still not a test of the pulling power of the
advertisement, but is a measure of the pulling power as modi-

1 Shryer, 'Analytical Advertising,' 81S., 220-223. Starch, 'Advertising,' 170-179.
Hollingworth, 'Advertising and Selling,' 235. Strong, PSY. REV., XXI., 147.
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fied by the cost of the advertisement and the adequacy of the
follow-up system.

Taking it all in all, the average number of inquiries per
insertion seems to be the fairest test of the actual pulling power
of the advertisement. It is, then, the measurement which
should be used in endeavoring to obtain the correlation
between the orders of the business test and the laboratory
test.

Another criticism of the order of merit method as it has
often been used is on the ground of the number of subjects
employed or the number of tests made. Obviously, if rela-
tively few additional tests will change the order of the ad-
vertisements in the series, the experiment is unfinished.

From the experiments discussed above, it appears that the
number of tests necessary depends upon at least two factors.
In the first place, the actual amount of difference in terms of
judgment steps between the contiguous advertisements in
the series is an important consideration. With advertise-
ments far apart, where the judgment is easy to make, the
order will be established with relatively few subjects. But,
as the judgments become more and more difficult, an in-
creasing number of tests will be necessary. Secondly, the
number of advertisements in the series will be a determining
factor. For as we increase the number of advertisements in
the series, we ordinarily must necessarily decrease the
judgment steps, thus rendering a satisfactory arrangement
more difficult.

Shryer1 who was the first to use any considerable number
of persons in an advertising experiment, employed a total of
508 in his efforts to reach practical certainty. In the most
complex of his experiments, in which the method of paired
comparisons was used, the final order was obtained at the
300th trial. The addition of 200 more subjects left the
relative order of the advertisements in the series unchanged.
In this experiment he used but five different advertisements.
Had he used more than five, ten for example, he probably
would have had to employ a great many more individuals

1 Shryer, SysUm, XXV., 146.
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before obtaining a satisfactory final order. To be sure, his
material was such that there was a great chance for varia-
bility of response, but this is true of practically all experiments
carried on in the field of advertising.

Since Shryer, in his experiment, used the method of paired
comparisons, his results are not strictly applicable here. The
experiments which have been described in this paper indicate
something about the number of tests necessary. With four
advertisements in the series, the final order was determined
with 30 trials; with ten advertisements, the final order was
determined with 120 trials. With three other sets of ten ad-
vertisements each, which were used to test a different point, a
satisfactory final order was not obtained with 100 trials.
Until enough data have been obtained to work out a satis-
factory mathematical law, it seems that one of the tests of
an adequate number of subjects is the purely practical one
which was given in the first part of this paper. Enough has
been said, however, to indicate that in the majority of tests,
an insufficient number of subjects has been used.

The next point to be considered is whether the order of
merit method can be used to determine the relative pulling
power of a series of advertisements. Before considering this
point theoretically, we may repeat that the experiments which
have been designed and carried on to test the correlation
between the laboratory and the business test have sometimes
shown correlations as high as plus 1.00 and sometimes as low
as — 0.60. It would seem, then, that sometimes the method
will work and sometimes it will not.

The instructions usually given in the experiment are,
"Sort these advertisements according to the order in which
you would buy the . . . ." That means that every individual
who performs the experiment makes a definite arrangement
of the advertisements, the order showing the persuasiveness
as far as he is concerned. The assumption is that from his
arrangement of the advertisements, it is possible to tell which
one made him buy the article, for each one experimented upon
is evidently regarded as a purchaser. There is, unfortun-
ately, no way of telling which of the persons experimented
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upon would, in actual life, be sufficiently interested in any of
the advertisements in the series to make him purchase the
commodity.

In business, the situation is quite different. The following
figures, taken from Shryer,1 will point out what is likely to
happen in a mail-order business. "Let us assume a circulation
of 100,000 at $100 a page—an honest rate. Let us use a
page of the strongest copy, yielding inquiries at 10 cents. Let
us assume a selling average of 20 per cent., just double the
ordinary. We therefore secure 1,000 inquiries. We there-
fore sell 200 of the 100,000 or one-fifth of 1 per cent. . . .
These figures are assumed figures, but they represent the
outside limits of actual average results." These figures
indicate that on the average the inquiries are 1 per cent, of
the circulation of the magazine. It has been estimated that
five persons read each magazine. There is, then, a possibility
that the advertisement will be seen by 500,000 persons.
The estimate of the number of persons who see the ad-
vertisements varies from 10 per cent, to 50 per cent, of the
readers of the magazine. If we take the lower limit, 10 per
cent., that means that 50,000 will see some of the advertise-
ments. The proportion which will see a particular advertise-
ment is pure guess work. As a working basis, we will take
20 per cent. That means that 10,000 will see the advertise-
ment, and a thousand will be sufficiently interested in it to
reply, or 10 per cent. A great many of the other 90 per cent,
who do not inquire are almost interested enough to do so, still
more are slightly interested, others are indifferent, while still
others get a negative reaction. Therefore, the results ob-
tained from the mail-order business test are got from a very
small percentage of the total number of readers. The results
obtained from the laboratory test are arrived at by using the
results of the whole 100 per cent, of readers, instead of the
10 per cent, who would on the average be interested enough
to answer the advertisement. The using of the other 90
per cent, of the persons introduces factors into the experiment
which would quite certainly modify the results so that they

1 Shryer, 'Advertising and Selling,' XXII., 24.
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would not adequately express the normal results for the 10
per cent. If we only had some way of determining, in our
laboratory experiments, the individuals who make up the 10
per cent, who are sufficiently interested, we probably could
arrive at fairly dependable results.

It must be kept in mind that a mail-order business appeals
to a very small number of persons at best. The same general
situation exists, also, with regard to.the more expensive com-
modities, such as pianos and vacuum cleaners. Such ad-
vertisements certainly appeal to a very small and select class.
Consequently, it is doubtful if adequate experiments could be
performed upon advertisements of these commodities in the
laboratory. The cheaper, more frequently used goods, such
as foods, soaps, etc., very probably could be tested adequately
if there were any way of determining accurately the actual
business returns.

Lastly, it is extremely doubtful if the great majority of
individuals can tell which of a series of advertisements would
be most likely to make them buy the advertised product.
It is very much like asking a man what he would do if his
house burned up in the night. The measurement of impres-
sions in relative terms offers considerably less difficulty, as
has been demonstrated in the experimental work upon sensa-
tion, esthetic judgments, and so on. Predicting probable
conduct is a much more hazardous matter. It is extremely
improbable that we can really tell what we will do under a
hypothetical condition unless we have developed a very
definite habit for meeting that situation. Then the chances
are that we will have two or more habits which are about
equally serviceable. Unfortunately for the advertiser, a con-
siderable percentage of the readers of advertisements have
formed the habit of appreciating advertisements and seldom
if ever responding.

The reading of advertisements has become a fixed habit
with many persons, not because they expect to buy anything,
but because the advertisements are an essential part of the
enjoyable features of the magazine. They are looked at for
esthetic appreciation, they are looked at for news value, for
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they give information concerning the industrial activities of
the country which could never be found in the body of the
magazine.

The general conclusion which we seem forced to accept is
that the order of merit test is not a very adequate laboratory
method for testing the business value of advertisements.
Where it is possible to obtain accurate business measurements,
the laboratory test, using students as subjects, appears to be
quite inadequate. Where it is impossible to secure accurate
business measurements, the laboratory test may be adequate.
There is no way of telling.


